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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are two challenges faced when deploying host-level IPS?
(Choose Two)

A. It does not provide protection for offsite computers.
B. It is unable to determine the outcome of every attack that
it detects.
C. It is unable to detect fragmentation attacks.
D. The deployment must support multiple operating systems.
E. It is unable to provide a complete network picture of an
attack.
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Advantages of HIPS: The success or failure of an attack can be
readily determined. A network IPS sends an alarm upon the
presence of intrusive activity but cannot always ascertain the
success or failure of such an attack. HIPS does not have to
worry about fragmentation attacks or variable Time to Live
(TTL) attacks because the host stack takes care of these
issues. If the network traffic stream is encrypted, HIPS has
access to the traffic in unencrypted form.
Limitations of HIPS: There are two major drawbacks to HIPS:
+ HIPS does not provide a complete network picture: Because
HIPS examines information only at the local host level, HIPS
has difficulty constructing an accurate network picture or
coordinating the events happening across the entire network.
+ HIPS has a requirement to support multiple operating systems:
HIPS needs to run on every system in the network. This requires
verifying support for all the different operating systems used
in your network.
Source:
http://www.ciscopress.com/articles/article.asp?p=1336425&amp;se
qNum=3

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option C
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
When you enable collection of crash dumps, the resulting data
is written to the CrashDumps directory in the DiagnosticStore
local resource that is automatically configured for your role.
When crash dump data is transferred to persistent storage, it
is stored to the wad-crashdumps Blob container.
Reference: CrashDumps.EnableCollection Method
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.windowsazure.diagn
ostics.crashdumps.enable collection.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
Welche der folgenden ist korrekt?

Bitte wÃ¤hlen Sie die richtige Antwort.
A. Keine der oben genannten.
B. Die Bildschirmattribute kÃ¶nnen im Ereignisblock PROCESS
BEFORE OUTPUT geÃ¤ndert werden.
C. Die Bildschirmattribute kÃ¶nnen in den EreignisblÃ¶cken
PROCESS BEFORE OUTPUT und PROCESS AFTER INPUT geÃ¤ndert werden.
D. Die Bildschirmattribute kÃ¶nnen im Ereignisblock PROCESS
AFTER INPUT geÃ¤ndert werden.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Sie mÃ¼ssen die Skalierungsanforderungen fÃ¼r Policy Service
erfÃ¼llen.
Was sollten Sie in Azure Redis Cache speichern?
A. TempData
B. HttpContext.Items
C. Sitzungsstatus
D. ViewState
Answer: C
Explanation:
Azure Cache for Redis provides a session state provider that
you can use to store your session state in-memory with Azure
Cache for Redis instead of a SQL Server database.
Scenario: You have a shared library named PolicyLib that
contains functionality common to all ASP.NET Core web services
and applications. The PolicyLib library must:
Ensure that scaling actions do not disrupt application usage.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-cache-for-redis/ca
che-aspnet-session-state-provider
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